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The PROMIS of Better Outcome Assessment:
Responsiveness, Floor and Ceiling Effects, 
and Internet Administration
JAMES FRIES, MATTHIAS ROSE, and ESWAR KRISHNAN

ABSTRACT. Objective. Use of item response theory (IRT) and, subsequently, computerized adaptive testing (CAT),

under the umbrella of the NIH-PROMIS initiative (National Institutes of Health – Patient-Reported

Outcomes Measurement Information System), to bring strong new assets to the development of more

sensitive, more widely applicable, and more efficiently administered patient-reported outcome (PRO)

instruments. We present data on current progress in 3 crucial areas: floor and ceiling effects, respon-

siveness to change, and interactive computer-based administration over the Internet.

Methods. We examined nearly 1000 patients with rheumatoid arthritis and related diseases in a series

of studies including a one-year longitudinal examination of detection of change; compared responsive-

ness of the Legacy SF-36 and HAQ-DI instruments with IRT-based instruments; performed a random-

ized head-to-head trial of 4 modes of item administration; and simulated the effect of lack of floor and

ceiling items upon statistical power and sample sizes.

Results. IRT-based PROMIS instruments are more sensitive to change, resulting in the potential to

reduce sample size requirements substantially by up to a factor of 4. The modes of administration test-

ed did not differ from each other in any instance by more than one-tenth of a standard deviation. Floor

and ceiling effects greatly reduce the number of available subjects, particularly at the ceiling.

Conclusion. Failure to adequately address floor and ceiling effects, which determine the range of an

instrument, can result in suboptimal assessment of many patients. Improved items, improved instru-

ments, and computer-based administration improve PRO assessment and represent a fundamental

advance in clinical outcomes research. (J Rheumatol 2011;38:1759–64; doi:10.3899/jrheum.110402)
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Successful treatment of the symptoms and functional limita-

tions associated with the several forms of arthritis, especially

rheumatoid arthritis (RA), depends upon the availability of

sensitive and valid tools that can evaluate meaningful change

over time and guide appropriate and timely interventions.

Over the past quarter-century, assessment methods have been

characterized by self-report instruments, with questionnaire

items assessing some of the important aspects of

arthritis-associated disability1,2,3.

The major instruments currently in use are 25 or more

years old and were created without a thorough review of alter-

native configurations, careful study of domain definitions,

context, timeframe, response options, translatability, clarity,

and importance to the patient. The advent of modern psycho-

metrics employing item response theory (IRT) offers a unique

opportunity for precise and efficient assessment of Physical

Function (PF) for patients with RA4. 

The Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information

System (PROMIS) was inaugurated as a US National

Institutes of Health (NIH) Roadmap multicenter project

charged with developing improved tools for assessing

patient-reported outcome (PRO) endpoints for clinical studies

using IRT5,6. “Improvement” in these tools can take many

forms, perhaps the most important of which is responsiveness

to change, which is in turn a result of using items with greater

precision, and selection of the best of these items for new

short questionnaire forms or computerized adaptive testing

(CAT). Better instruments can lead to improvement by pro-

viding increased efficiency and increasing the statistical

power of studies or by keeping statistical power constant

while decreasing questionnaire burden7.

PROMIS defines PF as “the ability to perform activities of

daily living (ADL) and instrumental activities of daily living”

(www.nihPROMIS.org)8,9. This definition refers to “ability to
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perform” rather than “actual performance,” as have the greater

majority of previous instruments9. The term “Physical

Function” is preferred to the term “disability,” since it was felt

desirable to develop instruments that could measure both abil-

ity and disability. One of the ways in which the term “disabil-

ity” can be interpreted is as the magnitude of decrements in

PF/disability compared to the ability expected of a “normal,”

“typical,” or “average” person. Disability has been common-

ly measured by PRO, including instruments such as the tradi-

tional (Legacy) Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability

Index (HAQ or HAQ-DI)10,11 and the 10-item PF scale of the

Medical Outcome Study Short-Form 36 (SF-36)3.

An instrument is a collection of items, such as, “Are you

able to walk a block?”. PROMIS instruments are developed

from large and exhaustive item banks with items that have

been refined by qualitative methods for attributes such as

 clarity, importance, and ease of translation. Quantitative meth-

ods also are used including IRT-based calibration, which

assumes unidimensionality. The most informative items in an

item bank may be aggregated to develop improved

 instruments12,13.

OBJECTIVE

We seek to document PROMIS advances in assessment of PF

including systematic improvements in: (1) responsiveness; (2)

evaluation of equivalence between paper and pencil question-

naire (PP) administration and Internet (Web browser-based)

administration of the same items; and (3) floor and ceiling

effects. Three articles with full descriptions of these projects

and their results are in preparation. For this reason and

because of space limitations, we cannot provide as detailed a

discussion as we would like.

All subjects provided appropriate consent as specified by

the governing institutional review board.

Responsiveness. The HAQ and PF-10, among other Legacy

instruments, yield familiar, sensitive, and valid clinical PF

endpoints. IRT-based assessments, however, permit aggrega-

tion of items with the greatest information content into more

powerful instruments. We compared Legacy instruments with

the PROMIS instruments. We performed extensive qualitative

analyses of Legacy scale items that had been revised for clar-

ity and consistency, and had common response scales and

5-option response sets10,14. We then compared the perform-

ance of Legacy instruments to instruments that were improved

using these qualitative approaches.

We also compared the responsiveness of Legacy scales to

subsets of the PROMIS PF item bank. We developed tests by

selecting items with the highest information using IRT. A full

introduction to the assessment of item information is beyond

the scope of this report; a useful introduction is provided

 elsewhere15.

Our objective was to compare responsiveness between

change scores on subsets of PROMIS items and change scores

on Legacy instruments to these alternative PRO measures and

to test whether more informative items would reduce sample

size requirements. A change score includes the true change

(unobservable) and the error terms of the baseline and final

scores. Item improvement is intended to decrease the standard

deviation (SD) of baseline and final scores, thus permitting a

closer estimate of the true change score.

Our hypotheses: (1) PROMIS instruments will efficiently

measure changes in PF over time; and (2) PROMIS instru-

ments in comparison to Legacy instruments will detect

changes in PF better and will require smaller sample sizes.

Mode of administration. We systematically tested the impact

of mode of administration on PROMIS items. The hypothesis

is that mode of administration does not have a substantial

effect on measurement characteristics of PROMIS PRO

instruments.

Floor and ceiling. Most, if not all, existing PF instruments

were designed to measure health status in the context of clin-

ical settings. Such instruments do not discriminate between

PF of individuals who are at the extremes of PF and are insen-

sitive to changes at both ends of the spectrum. We hypothe-

sized that lack of discriminative ability and precision leads to

decreased study power and increased sample size require-

ments to detect a given effect size.

METHODS
Responsiveness. We compared 5 PF scales including 2 Legacy instruments,

their item-improved derivatives, and an IRT-based Short-Form selected to

maximize information. We assessed sensitivity to detect 12-month disease

progression in 451 patients with RA. Metrics for change/responsiveness

between baseline and 12-month measures included effect sizes, standardized

response mean (SRM), and sample size requirements to detect a specified

change score.

Mode of administration. Our study is designed as a randomized crossover

study (Figure 1). Two non-overlapping forms (Forms A and B) with 8 unique

items each from 3 of the PROMIS domains (emotional distress-depression,

fatigue, PF) were developed. Respondents answered one of the forms by auto-

mated telephone interview using interactive voice response (IVR) technolo-

gy, PP, or personal digital assistant (PDA) technology. The other mode was

Internet-based administration. Forms were administered in random order. The

2 assessments were separated by a short interval (e.g., 5 to 10 minutes), but

took place on the same day. The study was powered to detect a mean mode

score difference of 1.5 on a T-score metric (SD of 10) with 85% power. Data

collection through IVR and PP were performed by YouGov Polimetrix® and

data for the PDA mode were collected by the Stony Brook Clinics.

Respondents had one or more of the following chronic conditions: chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), depression, or RA.

Floor and ceiling. We performed a simulation study using items from the

PROMIS databank where we modeled the power sample size estimates as a

function of the number of items and the distribution of PF impairment in var-

ious settings. We simulated the sample size-power relationships of 4, 6, and 8

item scales in the general population and in populations where the mean PF

was one SD above and below that of the mean PF in the general population.

We also calculated the extent of the “floor effect” by assessing the distribu-

tion of HAQ scores in diseased and general populations.

RESULTS 

Responsiveness. Four hundred fifty-one patients met

American College of Rheumatology criteria for RA. The
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patients were 65 years of age with 14 years of education, 81%

female and 87% Caucasian, with moderate baseline disability.

41% (N = 185) had been exposed to anti-tumor necrosis fac-

tor (TNF) treatment. All instruments were sensitive to change

in PF status, with p values for changes in PF scores ranging

from 0.001 to 0.05 and SRM and effect size computations

mirroring these results. The most responsive were the

PROMIS 20-item Short-Forms. Under study conditions,

IRT-improved instruments could detect 1.2% difference with

80% power, while reference instruments could detect only a

2.4% difference (p < 0.01). Sample sizes required for the best

IRT-improved instruments were only 24% of the worst

Legacy comparator (100 vs 427).

Mode of administration. To date, we have been able to analyze

the data for the PP, IVR, and Internet modes. The results pre-

sented at the OMERACT conference and in this report are

preliminary first reports. We recruited 721 participants with

RA, depression, and/or COPD. Two parallel forms were

developed; both included 3 items measuring daily life func-

tions, one item measuring back-neck function, 2 items lower,

and 2 items upper extremity functions. First results show that

they are highly consistent (Cronbach α = 0.93) and highly cor-

related (r = 0.92).

The analysis of a generalized linear model (Table 1)

demonstrated that there is no relevant mean effect for the dif-

ferent modes of administration. Compared to the Internet

mode, the PP assessment would provide a mean score of 0.3

units higher, i.e., less than 1 point on a scale with SD of 10.

Floor and ceiling. Figure 2 shows sample size power esti-

mates for different population characteristics. The longer the

instrument, the better the power for a given sample size, and

the smaller the sample size for a given power requirement.

However, in the population with better PF than the general

population, the sample size requirements were much larger.

For ceiling effects, HAQ scores of zero (HAQ ceiling) were
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Figure 1. Four modes of administration are compared using a randomized design, which accounts for

order effects and pairwise comparisons among the 4 modes. IVR: interactive voice response; PP:

paper and pencil; PC: Internet connected computer; PDA; personal digital assistant. Form A (FA) and

Form B (FB) are mutually exclusive 8-item questionnaires so that carry-forward effects from the pre-

vious administration are eliminated.

Table 1. Generalized linear model analyses examining the effect of mode

of item administration. The analysis is treating the mode effect as a main

effect, after the potential effect of administration order (Time 1 vs Time 2)

and form (Form A vs Form B) has been taken into account. The estimates

show the mean differences that can be expected on a scale with standard

deviation of 10 units. All differences are less than 10% of a standard

 deviation.

Estimate Standard 95% CI

(Units) Error

Internet 0

Paper and pencil 0.30 0.33 –0.34 to 0.94

Interactive voice recognition 0.01 0.32 –0.56 to 0.71

Time 1 0

Time 2 0.06 0.02 0.40 to 0.52

Form A 0

Form B –0.68 0.30 –0.26 to –0.10
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observed in about 10%–15% of RA patients and one-half or

more of “normal” subjects16.

DISCUSSION

Responsiveness. The cost of clinical research is in large part a

consequence of the number of human subjects required. A

large number renders recruitment a larger and longer task,

requires additional centers and coordinating personnel, and

puts more subjects at risk for unforeseen adverse events.

Under typical conditions for studies of interventions for RA,

sample sizes required may be reduced by a factor of 2 to 4 by

using instruments with a lower SD of the change score rela-

tive to the change score itself. In healthier populations, we

expect similar improvements in needed sample sizes by

including items targeted at healthier persons who previously

contributed little to power in trials because their baseline PF

had previously been estimated as optimal. An initial HAQ

score of zero and a final score of zero does not mean that the

patient may not have improved or regressed, but only that

changes occurred in the unobservable region of better than

average PF.

Floor and ceiling. The sample size requirement for a given

effect size and power will depend on the precision of the

instrument in terms of detecting small changes across

(cross-sectional studies) and within (longitudinal studies and

clinical trials) groups. When the maximum sample size is pre-

determined owing to cost/feasibility/time considerations as in

many clinical trials, the power of the study will be inversely

proportional to the SD of the change score. The performance

of an ideal instrument will not be influenced by the distribution

of the underlying trait; it should be able to discriminate a small

change regardless of the distribution of the trait in the sample.

Our simulation studies suggest that the existing instru-

ments perform well in subpopulations with significant dis-

ability, such as those with RA, but have less discriminatory

power among healthier (more able) populations. We have

observed before that 68% of the general population has a

HAQ score of zero, signifying no detectable disability13. With

the use of better treatments including TNF inhibitors earlier in

the disease course, functional disability in RA has been

declining over time17,18, and the available instruments are

insufficient to detect treatment effects in many subjects. Items

in the instrument collectively must span the full range of PF

in the population under study. As in the case of RA, this range

may be wide, from totally impaired to extremely robust19.

Modes of administration. A number of studies have compared

PP and computerized administration modes: PDA, Internet

connected computer (PC), and interactive voice recognition

1762 The Journal of Rheumatology 2011; 38:8; doi:10.3899/jrheum.110402
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Figure 2. Sample sizes required at 80% power. Power-sample size estimates for 3 questionnaires with 4, 6, and 8 items; the

fewer-item sets contain subsets of the larger item sets. Data are from simulation studies setting the effect size to 0.2 and

using a population with a mean physical function score 1 SD below the population mean (as with a population of moder-

ately affected patients with RA), at the population mean, and 1 SD above the population mean. Excellent power is achiev-

able with 8 (or more) items with the population below the mean. The improvement effect of increasing item numbers is

illustrated. However, when the population is 1 SD above the population mean, power is poor and sample size requirements

large. This is the effect of studying a population where many subjects are near the ceiling where few items conveying lit-

tle information are available. The increased statistical power available by adding items at the floor and ceiling to existing

PROMIS item banks is inferred.
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(IVR)20. Generally, most studies suggest psychometric equiv-

alence between modes of administration21,22,23. Literature on

the SF-36® Health Survey has been summarized24,25,26. Few

studies report differences in scores27,28. Recently, mode

effects have been discussed, in particular, for mental health

assessments using the Center for Epidemiologic Studies

Depression Scale29.

The literature on mode effects between PP versus tele-

phone administration is more limited and provides heteroge-

neous results. Some studies of healthcare and health status

measures suggest no mode effects30, while others report and

account for them31. Literature on mode effects using IVR

technology is sparse, too, probably due to the novelty of IVR.

One large-scale study reports an IVR mode effect32 and sug-

gests making adjustments.
Because evaluation methods vary, studies of mode of

administration are hard to compare. The studies cited above (1)
used different questionnaires and/or different concepts; (2)
generally did not take into account differences in the presenta-
tion of paper and electronic surveys (the paper forms can be
reliably reproduced, while there may be various screen formats
employed in the display of the same survey across electronic
modes); (3) studied different patient populations; (4) employed
different study designs (cross-sectional vs longitudinal); (5)
focused on comparing only 2 administration modes (e.g., PP vs
tlelphone, telephone vs computer, computer vs PP); and (6)
often were underpowered to detect small but clinically mean-
ingful differences. Thus, the current project was designed to
examine 4 modes of administration within one study and to
minimize these problems. The results are  reassuring.

CONCLUSIONS

Our report discusses 3 important advances in assessment of

PF achieved by the PROMIS network. Outcome scales devel-

oped from IRT-improved items result in greater responsive-

ness and study efficiency, improving the precision of clinical

studies and reducing sample size requirements. Potentially,

study enrollment periods will shorten, number of centers and

investigators will be reduced, and costs of clinical research

may be substantially decreased.

Reduction in floor and ceiling effects improves power and

allows the use of the same metric to follow severely impaired

individuals and those in robust health.

The current mode of administration study is one of the

largest of its kind, and results are reassuring as we move into

an era where some but not all data for a study will be acquired

electronically. Our preliminary results found minimal mode of

administration effect on the mean score estimation for PF.

This represents a major advance, as it is likely to enable inves-

tigators to proceed without requiring major adjustments for

mode of administration.
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